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Abstract— The objectives of this paper are to introduce the 

needs and applications of facial expressions recognition. 

Between verbal & non-verbal form of communication facial 

expression is form of non-verbal communication but it plays 

crucial role. It express human perspective or feelings & his or 

her mental situation. Emotion detection using facial 

expressions is widely used in various fields like computer 

science, medicine, and psychology. Automated facial 

expression recognition is also used in HCI system. Human-

computer-interaction can become more efficient if computers 

are able to understand human emotions and their behavior. 

Input to the system photo or a video clip or can be captured 

live using built-in webcam or external webcam. 

Key words: Emotion Recognition, Facial Expression, Image 

Processing, Real-Time Implementation   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotional aspects have mostly impact on Social intelligence 

 For example communication understanding, 

decision making and also makes helping in understanding 

behavioral aspect of human. Emotion play important role 

during communication. Emotion recognition is carried out in 

multiple ways; it may be verbal or non-verbal. While 

communicating only 7% effect of message is contributes by 

verbal part as a whole, 38% by vocal part and 55% effect of 

the speaker’s message is contributed by facial expression. For 

that reason automated & real time facial expression would 

play important role in human and machine interaction. 

 Facial Emotions Detection (FED) system is mainly 

used to provide good human-computer-interface so that 

computers can able to recognize the emotion of the user and 

suggest operations in response to the mood of the user. 

Human-computer-interaction can become more natural if 

computers are able to understand human emotions and their 

behavior. Emotions which are universally accepted are Fear, 

Anger, Disgust, Happiness, Sadness, and Supersized. Those 

emotions are compared like positive emotions and negative 

emotions, positive emotions such as happiness and Negative 

emotions like Fear, Anger, Disgust, and Sadness. Supersized 

emotions can be positive emotion and negative emotion it 

depends on the situations so sometimes it hard for machine to 

determine the human emotions. 

 As the python gives you some efficiently libraries 

for image processing. Some Python libraries that make it 

possible to perform basic image processing tasks will be 

introduced. OpenCV, which is the most important one will be 

presented in some detail. It enables some not so basic image 

processing (we could say it already enters computer 

vision). This is the first step in reaching the main topic of the 

paper, which is emotion recognition. 

II. CATEGORIZING FACIAL EXPRESSIONS & IT’S FEATURES 

Facial expression provides key mechanism to describe human 

emotion. In a day human changes plenty of emotions, it may 

be because of their mental or physical conditions. Although 

humans are combination of various emotions, modern 

psychology defines six common facial expressions: 

Happiness, Sadness, Surprise, Fear, Disgust, and Anger as 

universal emotions. Facial muscles movements help to 

identify   human emotions. Basic facial features are eyebrow, 

mouth, nose & eyes.  

Emotion Definition 
Motion of facial 

parts 

Anger 

Anger is one of the most 

dangerous emotions. This 

emotion may be harmful 

so, humans are trying to 

avoid this emotion. 

Secondary emotions of 

anger are irritation, 

annoyance, frustration, 

hate and dislike. 

Eyebrows 

pulled down, 

Open eye, teeth 

shut and lips 

tightened, upper 

and lower lids 

pulled up. 

Fear 

Fear is the emotion of 

danger. It may be 

because of danger of 

physical or psychological 

harm. Secondary 

emotions of fear are 

Horror, nervousness, 

panic, worry and dread. 

Outer eyebrow 

down, inner 

eyebrow up, 

mouth open, 

jaw  dropped 

Happiness 

Happiness is most 

desired expression by 

human. Secondary 

emotions are 

cheerfulness, pride, 

relief, hope, pleasure, and 

thrill. 

Open Eyes, 

mouth edge up, 

open mouth, lip 

corner pulled 

up, cheeks 

raised, and 

wrinkles around 

eyes. 

Sadness 

Sadness is opposite 

emotion of Happiness. 

Secondary emotions are 

suffering, hurt, despair, 

pity and hopelessness. 

Outer eyebrow 

down, inner 

corner of 

eyebrows 

raised, mouth 

edge down, 

closed eye, lip 

corner pulled 

down. 

Surprise 

This emotion comes 

when unexpected things 

happens. Secondary 

emotions of surprise are 

amazement, 

astonishment. 

Eyebrows up, 

open eye, 

mouth open, 

jaw dropped 
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Disgust 

Disgust is a feeling of 

dislike. Human may feel 

disgust from any taste, 

smell, sound or tough. 

Lip corner 

depressor, nose 

wrinkle ,lower 

lip depressor, 

Eyebrows 

pulled down 

Table 1: Universal Emotion Table 

III. RELATED WORK 

Facial expression analysis method needed to deal with three 

basic problems that are face detection, facial extraction face 

view is assumed to be present in all expression Viola & 

Jones present an algorithm to find the exact location of face 

in the image or video frames. The Viola–Jones object 

detection framework is the first object detection framework 

to provide competitive object detection rates in real-time 

proposed in 2001 by Paul Viola and Michael Jones. Together 

used with threshold to extract the motion blobs used to 

evaluate these blobs via principal component Emotion 

detection systems can be used for choosing proper exercises 

for study or intervention and give users feedback about their 

present level of understanding . Optical flow (OF) is used by 

Mase to recognize indexing method based on the detection of 

frontal face Almost all the methods discussed above for facial 

expression recognition are similar in a way that they first 

extract some features from the face images, and then use a 

generally in the features extracted from the video frames and 

paper Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to detect 

are then used to construct the Eigen faces and then the most 

Eigen faces emotions of input test images are detected based. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In order to analyze any visual information, we must first get 

it into an compatible format. The image acquisition process 

starts with an illumination source, where the light rays are 

coming from. The scene element is the object under 

observation. The rays that come from the illuminations 

source are either reflected or absorbed by the object. Then the 

imaging system (typically optical lens) collects the incoming 

light and focuses it on the imaging plane. This is the plane 

where the sensor should be located. The sensor actually 

measures the amount of energy received at a specific 

location. If we want to get a color image, we would have to 

use filters for each of the three primary colors ((R)ed, (G)reen 

and (B)lue). For each element we know only one of the colors 

(note that due to the sensitivity of the human eye there are 

twice as many green pixels than the process of obtaining the 

values for other pixels is called demos icing.) There are 

various algorithms for this process, which of course differ in 

execution time. The simplest one just infers the missing color 

components from the nearest pixel with that color. After 

demos icing remaining is a three dimensional matrix. It is 

however better to speak of a two dimensional matrix, where 

each element has three components. This is also a 

mathematical representation of an image and also represents 

the starting point for any image manipulation. The general 

image manipulation is defined as any mathematical operation 

that transforms the original two dimensional image into 

another one. There are many successfully operating parts of 

this process. 

A. Live Streaming 

The beginning step of any vision system is image asset. 

Here image asset in real time is implemented by using live 

Streaming, here the image frames are received from 

streaming media. In this process, the system captured images 

from built-in webcam or external camera device. Live 

streaming using webcam continues till when required input 

image frames are gathered. The gathered image frames may 

contain a single face of a person with light colour background 

and face in upright frontal position. 

V. PYTHON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

Python is a high-level general-purpose programming 

language developed by Guido van Rossum in year 1991. It 

contains a design philosophy that provides emphasis on code 

readability. It supports multiple programming paradigms as 

well as object-oriented, imperative, and useful, functional and 

procedural conjointly contains outsized normal and 

comprehensive library. The first release was followed by 

Python 2.0 in 2000 and Python 3.0 in 2008. The latest version 

of Python is 3.7. Python which a good choice for all the 

researchers in the scientific community due to following 

reason: 

1) Open source and free 

2) It is interpreted 

3) A modern language  

4) Easy to read and quick to learn 

5) Full of freely available libraries, in particular scientific 

ones (linear algebra, visualization tools, plotting, image 
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analysis, differential equations solving, symbolic 

computations, statistics etc.) 

6) Useful in a wider setting: scientific computing, scripting, 

web sites, text parsing, etc. 

7) Widely used in industrial applications. 

A. Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier 

Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier was proposed by Paul 

Viola and was enhanced by Rainer Lienhar. Classifier is 

called cascade, and the classifier contains several simpler 

classifiers, which are called level. When candidate object 

passed threshold value limited by each layer, it was then 

identified as target object. When the candidate passed the 

layer, such action was called boosting because in each level, 

basic classifier designed by different weighted voting was 

used to conduct the scoring. 

VI. BASIC IMAGE PROCESSING LIBRARIES 

There are several Python libraries related to Image processing 

and Computer vision. The most important ones are however: 

A. PIL/Pillow: 

This library is mainly appropriate for simple image 

manipulations (rotation, resizing, etc.) and very basic image 

analysis (histogram for example) 

B. SimpleCV: 

It's a library intended (as the name suggests) to be a simplified 

version of OpenCV. It doesn't offer all the possibilities of 

OpenCV, but it is easier to learn and use. 

C. OpenCV: 

It is by far the most capable and most commonly used 

computer vision library. It is written in C/C++, but Python 

bindings are added during the installation. It also gives 

emphasis on real time image processing. Among the ones, 

which will not be presented it might be worth mentioning 

Ilastik. It is a simple, user-friendly tool for interactive image 

classification, segmentation and analysis. By far the most 

important library is however the OpenCV library. Some of its 

capabilities will be demonstrated. 

VII. OPENCV LIBRARY 

OpenCV is an open source computer vision library available 

written in C and C++ which runs under Linux, Windows, Mac 

OS X, iOS, and Android. Interfaces are available for Python, 

Java, Ruby, Matlab, and other languages. A very simple 

program used just to show an image. 

import numpy as np 

import cv2 

img = cv2.imread ('color_image.jpg') 

cv2.imshow ('image', img) 

cv2.waitKey (0) 

cv2.destroyAllWindows() 

 It is also very easy to form a binary image with a 

certain predefined threshold. The following commands give 

a binary image  

 
Fig. 1: Color Image  Fig. 2: Binary Image 

 Facial expression recognition system consists of 

following steps: 

A. Image Acquisition:  

For facial expression recognition Static image or image 

sequences are used.2-D gray scale facial image is most 

popular for facial image recognition although color images 

can carry more information about emotion such as blushing. 

In future color images will prefer for the same because of low 

cost availability of color image equipment. For image gaining 

Camera, Cell Phone or other digital devices are used. 

B. Pre-processing:  

In overall process preprocessing plays a key role. It removes 

diffusion from image without the image detail. Preprocessing 

stage enhances the quality of input image and locates data of 

interest by removing noise and smoothing the image. Pre-

Processing also includes 

Image filtering and normalization which produces uniform 

size and rotated image. 

C. Segmentation: 

Segmentation separates image into meaningful reasons. 

Segmentation of an image is a method of dividing the image 

into similar, self-consistent regions corresponding to 

different objects in the image on the bases of texture, edge 

and intensity. 

D. Feature Extraction:  

The very interesting part of an image is Feature extraction. It 

contains information of shape, motion, color, texture of facial 

image. It extracts the meaningful information form image. As 

compared to original image, feature extraction significantly 

reduces the information of image, which gives advantage in 

storage. 

E. Classification:  

The output of feature extraction stage is followed by 

classification stage. Classification stage identifies the facial 

image and grouped them according to certain classes and help 

in their expert recognition. Classification is a difficult process 

because it may get affected by many factors. Classification 

stage can also called feature selection stage, it deals with 

extracted information and group them according to certain 

parameters. 

VIII. APPLICATION AREA 

 With the rapid development of technologies it is required to 

build an intelligent system that can understand human 

emotion. Facial emotion recognition is an active area of 
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research with several fields of applications. Some of the 

significant applications are: 

1) Alert system for driving. 

2) Social Robot emotion recognition system.  

3) Medical Practices.  

4) Feedback system for e-learning.  

5) The interactive TV applications enable the customer to 

actively give feedback on TV Program.  

6) Mental state identification.  

7) Automatic counselling system.  

8) Face expression synthesis.  

9) Music as per mood. 

10) In research related to psychology.  

11) In understanding human behaviour.  

12) In interview. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Extensive efforts have been made over the past two decades 

in academia, industry, and government to discover more 

robust methods of assessing truthfulness, deception, and 

credibility during human interactions. Efforts have been 

made to catch human expressions of anyone. As the emotions 

of human being are very important in interaction and many 

more applications like getting a feedback without any words. 

Emotions are due to any activity in brain and it is known 

through face, as face has maximum sense organs. The 

objective of this research paper is to give brief introduction 

towards techniques, application and challenges of Face 

Detection and Emotion Recognition. 
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